Modern Perl

The Best Perl Programmers Use Modern
Perl In 1987, Perl 1.0 changed the world.
In the decades since then, the language has
grown from a simple tool for system
administration somewhere between shell
scripting and C programming to a
powerful, general purpose language
steeped in a rich heritage. Even so, most
Perl 5 programs in the world take far too
little advantage of the language. You can
write Perl 5 programs as if they were Perl 4
programs (or Perl 3 or 2 or 1), but
programs written to take advantage of
everything amazing the worldwide Perl 5
community has invented, polished, and
discovered are shorter, faster, more
powerful, and easier to maintain than their
alternatives. They solve difficult problems
with speed and elegance. They take
advantage of the CPAN and its
unparalleled library of reusable code. They
get things done. This productivity can be
yours, whether youve dabbled with Perl for
a decade or someone just handed you this
book and said Fix this code by Friday.
Modern Perl is suitable for programmers of
every level. Its more than a Perl
tutorial-only Modern Perl focuses on Perl
5.12 and 5.14, to demonstrate the latest and
most effective time-saving features. Only
Modern Perl explains how and why the
language works, to let you unlock the full
power of Perl. Hone your skills. Sharpen
your knowledge of the tools and techniques
that make Perl so effective. Master
everything Perl has to offer. When you
have to solve a problem now, reach for
Perl. When you have to solve a problem
right, reach for Modern Perl.

In the spirit of re-tweeting, this is a short post to highlight some great examples of modern perl. (Im using the term
modern perl very loosely, not referringGitHub is where people build software. More than 28 million people use GitHub
to discover, fork, and contribute to over 85 million projects. Im torn between thinking there is value in learning some
Perl and not really knowing that value might be. Ive found a lot of embedded wisdomThis page contains some links to
the book Modern Perl by chromatic. It is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share
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Alike 3.0 A Perl expert can solve a problem in a few lines of well-tested code. Now you can unlock these powers for
yourself. Modern Perl teaches youA Perl blog which explores how Modern Perl helps how great programmers solve
their problems quickly and effectively. Update: ePub and Mobi files are available, and you can read Modern Perl: The
Book online now! Weve just put letter and A4 sized PDFs of We are looking for Modern Perl Developer at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin with answer Our Perl Developers are creating modern web applicationsModern Perl, the book, explains Perl
programming from novice to expert. Free ePub, Kindle, and PDF downloads.A Perl expert can solve a problem in a few
lines of well-tested code. Now you can unlock these powers for yourself. Modern Perl teaches you how Perl reallyIn the
same way that this arrow operator dereferences a reference, it calls a method on Cat . Methods. A method is a function
associated with a class. In the sameBuy Modern Perl by Chromatic (ISBN: 9780977920150) from Amazons Book Store.
Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.Modern Perl programming, circa 2010, relies on the collected
wisdom of the entire Perl ecosystem. Its time to write elegant, reliable,Modern Perl programs use several modules to
enable additional features of Perl and of the CPAN. Instead of copying and pasting all of these use lines, insteadEditor:
Michael Swaine. Logo design: Devin Muldoon. Cover design: Allison Randal, chromatic, and Jeffrey Martin. ISBN-10:
1680500880. ISBN-13: 978-Web application development in modern Perl is powerful, practical, and effective. A
resource guide.
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